“Despite two decades of claims to the contrary, print isn’t going away anytime soon,” said Andrew Unsworth, Editor of Software Evaluation for Keypoint Intelligence. “So Xerox Workplace Suite makes print easier, whether it’s printing from mobile devices, controlling print costs, or securing document content sent through the print stream.”

Xerox Workplace Suite combines print management functionality with mobile printing and content security capabilities. Tight integration with iOS, Android, and even ChromeOS devices makes it easy for end-users to submit and release print jobs. Conveniently, users can adjust print settings before releasing the job using a mobile device. When it comes to job management, the solution leverages quotas to limit output and rules-based print policy enforcement to restrict workers from using costly print settings, like simplex and color modes. The solution’s secure pull printing functionality is brand agnostic, which makes it easy to safeguard printed sensitive information in multi-vendor environments. Most impressive, however, is the platform’s “content security print” rules, which let an organization specify keywords (such as “confidential” or the codename of a new product) and have designated personnel alerted if a print job with that word is submitted for release.
About Keypoint Intelligence - Buyers Lab

Keypoint Intelligence is a one-stop shop for the digital imaging industry. With our unparalleled tools and unmatched depth of knowledge, we cut through the noise of data to offer clients the unbiased insights and responsive tools they need in those mission-critical moments that define their products and empower their sales.

For over 50 years, Buyers Lab has been the global document imaging industry’s resource for unbiased and reliable information, test data, and competitive selling tools. What started out as a consumer-based publication about office equipment has become an all-encompassing industry resource. In a landscape that’s ever evolving, we change with it.

About Buyers Lab Software Pick Awards

Buyers Lab Document Imaging Software Picks stand alone in the industry and are hard-earned awards as they are based on rigorous testing, including evaluation of key attributes such as features, usability, and value. Each product that passes our lab test earns Buyers Lab’s Platinum, Gold, Silver, or Bronze rating, with the best performers qualifying as Pick contenders.